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Asymmetry Dependence of the Nuclear Caloric Curve
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Abstract

A basic feature of the nuclear equation of state is not yet understood: the dependence of the nuclear caloric curve on the neutron-
proton asymmetry. Predictions of theoretical models differ on the magnitude and even the sign of this dependence. In this work, the
nuclear caloric curve is examined for fully reconstructed quasi-projectiles around massA = 50. The caloric curve extracted with the
momentum quadrupole fluctuation thermometer shows that thetemperature varies linearly with quasi-projectile asymmetry N−Z

A .
An increase in asymmetry of 0.15 units corresponds to a decrease in temperature on the order of 1 MeV. These results also highlight
the importance of a full quasi-projectile reconstruction in the study of thermodynamic properties of hot nuclei.
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1. Introduction

The relation between the temperature and the excitation en-
ergy of a system (the caloric curve) is of fundamental impor-
tance in a wide variety of physical systems. Since the applica-
tion of the concept of a caloric curve to atomic nuclei [1, 2],
several “thermometers” have been used to elucidate properties
of excited nuclei including the transition from evaporative-type
decay to nuclear multifragmentation (see [3, 4], and references
therein). Recently, a clear mass-dependence of the caloriccurve
for finite nuclei has been demonstrated [5].

The dependence of the nuclear caloric curve on the neu-
tron/proton asymmetry,N−Z

A , remains uncertain due to conflict-
ing predictions from theoretical calculations and the relatively
small body of experimental data on the subject. Some the-
oretical approaches predict that critical temperatures orlim-
iting temperatures would be higher for neutron-poor systems
[6, 7]; others predict higher temperatures for neutron-rich sys-
tems [8, 9, 10]. Inclusion (or intentional omission) of a “gas”
phase that interacts with the bulk system is expected to impact
the asymmetry dependence of the temperature of the bulk sys-
tem [7, 8]. The observation of an asymmetry dependence may
support the physical picture of a nuclear liquid interacting with
its vapor [7], or may allow insight into the driving force of nu-
clear disassembly [11]. Studies in recent years [12, 13, 14]have
sought to probe the asymmetry energy in the nuclear equation
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of state by examining the fragments produced in heavy-ion re-
actions. Since these studies often assume the temperature is
independent of the asymmetry, observation and characteriza-
tion of an asymmetry-dependence of the caloric curve would
allow a refined interpretation of fragment yield data (e.g. in the
statistical interpretation of isoscaling). Moreover, characteriza-
tion of this asymmetry dependence may offer the opportunity
to probe the asymmetry energy in a new way; this is discussed
below. Experimentally, temperatures have shown either a small
dependence [11, 15] or no discernible dependence [16, 17] on
the asymmetry of the initial system.

Motivation for an asymmetry dependence of the nuclear tem-
perature may be seen in the following argument based on Lan-
dau theory [18, 19, 20]. We consider a fragmenting nuclear
source, and write the free energy per nucleon of each fragment
produced by the source as

(F
A

)

f
=

(F
A

)

f ,0
+ Hm f + VcZsZ f +

3
2

T (1)

where
(

F
A

)

f ,0
is the free energy per nucleon of the fragment in

isolation andT is the temperature of the system. The asym-
metry of the fragmentm f =

N f−Z f

A f
increases the free energy

in proportion toH, the conjugate variable ofm f . The quan-
tity H = casyms is the asymmetry field due to the source where
casy is the asymmetry energy coefficient andms =

Ns−Zs
As

is the
asymmetry of the source [19]. The Coulomb interaction be-
tween the charged fragment of interest (Z f ) and the remainder
of the source (Zs) is described by theVc term. Consider two
identical fragments produced from two sources with the same
mass and excitation energy but different asymmetry. Taking
the difference in the free energy for these two fragments,

(

F
A

)

f ,0
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Figure 1: (Color online) Caloric curves for isotopically reconstructed sources
with mass 48≤ A ≤ 52, extracted with the momentum quadrupole fluctuation
method. Each curve corresponds to a narrow range in source asymmetry,ms.

cancels exactly. This gives a linear dependence of temperature
on the source asymmetry:

∆T = ∆ms

(

1
3

VcAsZ f −
2
3

m f casy

)

+
2
3
∆

(F
A

)

f
. (2)

In the present work, we demonstrate such an asymmetry depen-
dence of nuclear temperatures exists.

2. Experiment and Event Selection

To investigate the dependence of the nuclear caloric curve on
asymmetry, heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energy were
studied. Charged particles and free neutrons produced in re-
actions of70Zn+70Zn, 64Zn+64Zn, and64Ni+64Ni at E/A = 35
MeV [21, 22] were measured with excellent isotopic resolution
in the NIMROD-ISiS 4π detector array [17, 23]. The quasi-
projectile (QP, the primary excited fragment that exists momen-
tarily after a non-central collision) was reconstructed, including
determination of the QPcomposition (both A and Z). Excita-
tion energies aboveE∗/A = 2 MeV are well measured with this
setup.

The uncertainty in the composition arises mainly from the
free neutron measurement, which arises from the efficiency of
the neutron detector (70%) and from background signals in the
neutron detector. The background signals were measured; the
variance of the background multiplicity is a factor of 10 smaller
than the variance of the raw neutron multiplicity. The excitation
energy was deduced using the measured free neutron multiplic-
ity, the charged particle kinetic energies, and the Q-valueof the
breakup. Use of simulations of the detector response [24] in-
dicate that the uncertainty in the excitation energy per nucleon
due to the uncertainty in the free neutron multiplicity is around
0.1 MeV, which is significantly smaller than the spacing be-
tween even the closest caloric curves. This uncertainty does not
bias the results presented in this letter.

Building on previous work [14, 16, 17, 25], three cuts are
made to select equilibrated QP sources. To exclude fragments
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Figure 2: (Color online) Caloric curves for isotopically reconstructed sources
with mass 48≤ A ≤ 52, extracted with the momentum quadrupole fluctuation
method. Each curve corresponds to a selection on the asymmetry of the initial
system.

that clearly do not originate from an equilibrated QP source,
the fragment velocity in the beam directionvz, relative to the
velocity of the heavy residuevz,PLF , is restricted. The accepted
window on vz

vz,PLF
is 1 ± 0.65 for Z=1, 1± 0.60 for Z=2, and

1 ± 0.45 for Z≥3. The mass of the reconstructed QP is re-
quired to be 48≤ A ≤ 52. To select QPs that are equili-
brated, it is required that the QP be on average spherical. This
is achieved with a selection on the longitudinal momentapz

and transverse momentapt of the fragments comprising the QP:

−0.3 ≤ log10(Qshape) ≤ 0.3 whereQshape =
∑

p2
z

∑

p2
t

with the sums
extending over all fragments of the QP. Since the shape degree
of freedom is slow to equilibrate, these QPs that are on-average
spherical should be thermally equilibrated. Over the rangeof
excitation energies presented in this work, the typical QP is
comprised of one large fragment, several light particles (Z≤2)
and one IMF (3≤Z≤8).

The temperatures of the QPs are calculated with the momen-
tum quadrupole fluctuation method [26], which has been previ-
ously used to examine temperatures of nuclei [16, 17, 27]. The
momentum quadrupole is defined asQxy = p2

x − p2
y using the

transverse componentspx andpy of the particle’s momentum in
the frame of the QP source. Assuming a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, the variance ofQxy is related to the temperature
by 〈σ2

xy〉 = 4m2T 2 wherem is the probe particle mass [16, 26].
For this analysis, protons, which are abundantly produced in the
collisions, are used as the probe. The longitudinal component,
pz, is excluded to minimize any contribution from the collision
dynamics, which manifests in the beam direction. The effects
of secondary decay on this thermometer should be small [16]:
the thermal energy in the primary clusters is significantly less
than that in the QP, so the width of the momentum quadrupole
is dominated by the QP breakup.
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Figure 3: (Color online) Temperature difference of each caloric curve (relative
to the middle caloric curve, 0.12< ms ≤ 0.16). The horizontal lines correspond
to the average difference over the indicated range in excitation energy. The
labels “A-C”, etc., refer to thems bins in Fig. 1.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the temperature as a function of excitation
energy per nucleon (E∗/A) of the QP as determined with the
momentum quadrupole fluctuation thermometer using protons
as the probe particle. Data points are plotted for 1MeV-wide
bins in excitation energy per nucleon. For clarity, the points are
connected with lines to guide the eye. The error bars correspond
to the statistical uncertainty and where not visible are smaller
than the points. The temperature shows a monotonic increase
with excitation energy. AtE∗/A = 2.5 MeV, the temperatures
are around 6 MeV; byE∗/A = 8.5 MeV, the temperatures have
risen to around 12 MeV. Each curve corresponds to a narrow se-
lection in the asymmetry of the source,ms =

Ns−Zs
As

, as indicated
in the legend. The average asymmetries for the selections are
0.0640, 0.0988, 0.1370, 0.1758, and 0.2145. The caloric curve
is observed to depend on the asymmetry of the source. Increas-
ing the neutron content of the QP source shifts the caloric curve
to lower temperatures. In fact, the caloric curves for the five
source asymmetries appear parallel and equally spaced. An in-
crease of 0.15 units inms corresponds to a decrease in the tem-
perature by about 1.1 MeV.

In previous data, a plateau in the caloric curve has been ob-
served and interpreted as a signature of a phase transition [4, 5].
In the present data, there is no plateau observed in the caloric
curve for these excited sources. However, this is not unexpected
for such small sources (A ≈ 50) where the plateau is not as well
defined as it is for heavier sources [5], and may be masked by
a varying density [28, 29]. Moreover, the plateau might lie en-
tirely above the excitation energies measured in this experiment
[5].

The composition of the de-exciting QP changes with time.
Ideally, the probe particles should be correlated with the com-
position of the source at the time of their emission. Our method
determines the initial composition of the QP, and correlates
this with the temperature deduced using the measured particles

which are emitted over a range of times. Correlating the initial
composition of the QP, rather than the instantaneous composi-
tion, could mask the asymmetry dependence of the temperature
to some extent. Thus, the true dependence may be even greater
than the considerable asymmetry dependence of nuclear tem-
peratures observed here.

The asymmetry of the decaying source should impact the
caloric curve more directly than the asymmetry of the initial
system. We have explored the impact of selecting on the asym-
metry of the initial system rather than the asymmetry of the
reconstructed source. Figure 2 shows the proton momentum
quadrupole fluctuation caloric curves selected on the asymme-
try of the initial system. Data points are plotted for each 1MeV-
wide bin in excitation energy. The error bars correspond to the
statistical uncertainty, and where not visible are smallerthan
the points. The temperatures for the neutron-rich systems are
generally the lowest. This is consistent with the results pre-
sented above (Fig. 1), though the magnitude of the effect is
much smaller. Here, decreasing thesystem asymmetry from
0.143 to 0.063 increases the temperature by about 0.1 MeV,
while decreasing thesource asymmetry by this amount in-
creases the temperature by about 0.55 MeV. Though the asym-
metry of the initial system might be employed as a surrogate
for the asymmetry of the fragmenting system, at intermediate
beam energies these are only weakly correlated. The asym-
metry distribution of the QP following the interaction is broad
(σms ≈ 0.07); there is considerable overlap in the distributions
from the different initial systems, in agreement with previous
work [14, 17, 25, 30, 31, 32]. The present data show that
the ability to select the composition of the QP source provides
much greater sensitivity to the asymmetry dependence of the
caloric curve.

The shift in temperature due to the asymmetry of the source is
examined more closely in Fig. 3. The central curve from Fig. 1
(0.12< ms ≤ 0.16) has been used as a reference. The difference
in temperature between each caloric curve and the referenceis
plotted as a function of the excitation energy. Error bars corre-
sponding to statistical uncertainties are shown, and wherenot
visible are smaller than the points. The differences in the mo-
mentum quadrupole fluctuation temperature are fairly constant.
The shift in the caloric curve with asymmetry is essentiallyin-
dependent of excitation energy over the range measured here.
The average∆T for each pair ofms bins is indicated by the hor-
izontal lines. Figure 3 shows even more clearly than Fig. 1 that
the caloric curves for differentms bins are parallel and equally
spaced.

The temperature shift∆T of the caloric curve is plotted as
a function of changing source asymmetry∆ms in Fig. 4. This
is obtained in the following way. For each possible pairing of
the five caloric curves (10 pairings total), the temperaturedif-
ference as a function of excitation energy is calculated. These
differences show no trend with excitation energy, (as evidenced
in Fig. 3); the average of the temperature difference is taken as
∆T . For each possible pairing of the five caloric curves,∆ms

corresponds to the difference in the mean asymmetries of the
pair of curves. The error bars show the statistical errors, and
where not visible are smaller than the points. A negative corre-
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Figure 4: (Color online) Change in temperature as a functionof the source
asymmetryms =

Ns−Zs
As

. The dashed line is a linear fit to the experimental data.

lation of∆T with ∆ms is observed, and is well described by a
linear fit over the broad range in source asymmetry, with slope
-7.3 MeV.

This correlation is consistent with the free energy argument
presented (Eq. 2). By averaging over excitation energy, we iso-
late the dependence onms from ∆

(

F
A

)

f
; the intercept is zero

here by construction. The slope of the correlation is dependent
on the asymmetry and Coulomb terms. It may be possible to
extract information on the asymmetry energy coefficient. For
this, an accurate estimate of the density would be necessary,
which will be the focus of future work.

The presently observed decrease in temperature with in-
creasing asymmetry can be compared to the recent result from
the ALADIN collaboration [11, 15] which shows for periph-
eral collisions a modest dependence of the temperature on the
neutron-proton asymmetry. In the ALADIN analysis, the asym-
metry of the initial system is used. The method used to select
the composition is important, and is examined in the present
work. At intermediate energy, the difference between the asym-
metry of the source (Fig. 1) and the initial system (Fig. 2) shows
the importance of the full source reconstruction, including the
free neutrons: selection of the source (rather than the initial sys-
tem) allows greater sensitivity to the asymmetry dependence
of the temperature. Though the evolution of this difference
with increasing beam energy up to E/A = 600 MeV of the AL-
ADIN measurement remains to be seen, observables dependent
on the QP asymmetry have shown a strong dependence with
energy, becoming more pronounced at lower excitation energy
[33]. Studies at various beam energies, or studies sensitive to a
broader range in excitation energy, could probe a possible evo-
lution with excitation energy of the asymmetry dependence of
the nuclear temperature.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have provided experimental evidence for
a dependence of nuclear temperatures on the neutron-proton

asymmetry using a kinetic thermometer. Of crucial importance
is the selection on the asymmetry of the fully-reconstructed
isotopically-identified fragmenting source, rather than the ini-
tial system asymmetry. The temperature is observed to depend
linearly on the source asymmetry. The temperature changes on
the order of 1 MeV with varying asymmetry. Future experi-
mental studies should examine particularly the low excitation
energy region to investigate how the asymmetry dependence
changes as the reaction mechanism evolves from the onset of
evaporation through multifragmentation; and, over a wide range
of excitation energy, should constrain (or at least determine) the
density of the emitting source to allow a more quantitative un-
derstanding of the deduced caloric curves.
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